A FireEye Overview

Every day at FireEye, we see firsthand the impact of cyber attacks on real people—not just the financial cost to governments, corporations and individuals, but the human cost in time, peace of mind, and a sense of control over one’s environment. This is what inspires us to fulfill our mission to relentlessly protect our customers from the impact and consequences of these attacks.

FireEye is the only cyber security company that does this by combining the automation of world-class technology with the power of unparalleled frontline human expertise, including industry-recognized services and nation-state grade threat intelligence. We put it all at your fingertips in a unified security operations platform called Helix that integrates and analyzes data from your security assets in order to give you real answers about the threats that matter. Best of all, with FireEye’s Expertise On Demand, our experts can function as an extension of your security team—on a click, by phone, or in your corner when you need them most.

FireEye is on the front lines of cyber attacks every day. Our unrivaled real-time knowledge of the global threat landscape comes from more than two decades of experience, including 350,000+ hours of incident investigations and cyber security consulting each year, and 700+ highly experienced threat researchers, platform engineers, malware analysts, intelligence analysts, and investigators, as well as a global network of best-in-class business partners.

Our unique understanding of how organizations combat cyber attacks guides us as we build our products, analyze and produce our threat intelligence, arm our Managed Defense teams, and help our Mandiant cyber security consultants prepare for, respond to, and remediate breaches. This creates a powerful Innovation Cycle that ensures that FireEye products and services are designed to directly address today’s threat actors and the techniques they employ. Simply put, we provide the best line of defense in cyber security.

Quick Facts

- 9,900+ customers in 103 countries
- 50% of the Forbes Global 2000
- 3,000+ employees worldwide
- $941M in revenue in 2020
- 2004 year founded

Machine Intelligence
Three million virtual machine images deployed globally in 56 countries, confirming 50,000–70,000 malicious events per hour.

Campaign Intelligence
Cyber Threat Operations Centers across the globe protect customers every hour of every day.

Adversarial Intelligence
More than 180 intelligence analysts and researchers in 23 countries monitoring thousands of threat actors, including more than 35 nation-state sponsored groups.

Incident Response
Hundreds of Mandiant experts in 20 countries, with work delivered in 53 countries, responding to the most significant breaches worldwide.
FireEye Solutions

FireEye Helix
A security operations platform that allows organizations to take control of any incident from alert to fix. FireEye Helix integrates disparate security tools and augments them with SIEM, orchestration and threat intelligence capabilities to capture the untapped potential of security investments.

FireEye Network Security and Forensics
An advanced threat protection and breach detection solution with visibility into the world’s most sophisticated attacks that protects networks, assets and users with confidence from known and unknown threats.

FireEye Endpoint Security
A comprehensive endpoint solution that protects users with multiple combined engines to block malware and exploits, detecting advanced attacks and providing response tools and techniques developed by the world’s leading frontline responders.

FireEye Email Security
An email protection solution that stops email-borne threats with first-hand knowledge of attacks and attackers before they can cause any harm. The solution blocks not only malware and suspicious URLs, but also phishing and impersonation techniques.

Mandiant Security Instrumentation
A security instrumentation platform that provides organizations with the evidence needed to measure, manage and improve their cyber security effectiveness. This capability enables enterprises to quantifiably validate if their controls are actually protecting their business-critical assets and keeping them safe.

FireEye Expertise On Demand
An annual subscription that extends security operations capabilities by providing flexible access to industry-recognized security expertise. Expertise On Demand reduces business risk associated with hiring, training and retaining cyber security talent by providing the experts you need, when you need them.

FireEye Threat Intelligence
A portfolio of Intelligence subscriptions and services that goes far beyond increasing a security product’s blocking capabilities by adding the forward-looking, highly contextual information organizations need to build proactive defenses, prioritize alerts, allocate resources and improve incident response.

FireEye Managed Defense
A managed detection and response (MDR) service that combines industry-recognized cyber security expertise, FireEye technology and unparalleled knowledge of attackers to identify threats early in the attacker lifecycle to minimize the potential impact of a breach.

FireEye Mandiant
A world-renowned incident response and assessment, enhancement and transformation consulting services to protect vital organizational assets. Mandiant reduces business risk with a deep understanding of attacker behavior, unmatched threat intelligence, and purpose-built technology.